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ESSMEE Newsletter
Chairman’s Chatter
Time seems to be flying again, with both the rapid approach of Easter and our first public
running of the year, which – somewhat excitedly – is for a brand-new event: here’s hoping that ‘Britain’s Biggest
Model Railway’ will attract a similarly-sized crowd, along with a sizeable cycling tour both starting and finishing
its various routes at the Showground on the same weekend…perhaps some relaxation on our railway is exactly
what one would need after pedalling furiously to Cheddar Gorge and back!
It’s this new means of diversification – different events over the same day/s on the site – that is one of the
initiatives the RB&WS are pursuing that not only helps broaden the variety of events we have the opportunity
to run at, yet also means people are more likely to travel for a more ‘action-packed’ day out – a not
inconsiderate point with fuel and daily living costs all, sadly, on the rise. Either way, we can do our best to try
new events, and here’s to hoping that many next weekend do sample the delights of our railway and show
interest in our wider activities – we may even gain new members!
On that note, if you can then please do support the near-at-hand Recruitment Day on Wednesday 6th April.
Whilst we never know exactly how many potential new members may turn up on the day, each one is potentially
valuable to our society, and all help to spread the word about the ‘what?’ and ‘why?’ that we do. Therefore, a
friendly face - be that welcoming upon arrival, ‘showing and telling’ what you’re working on, describing the
different ways members get involved (both at the Showground and from a distance), or even simply offering a
tea or coffee – always helps to further our collective model engineering interest.
With the weather steadily improving (famous last words!), it’s the time we turn our attentions to more of the
outside tasks, be they club building or railway-related…and, yes, they’ve already been started! Most grateful
thanks to those who – amongst other things – have already made great headway in our sizeable carriage fleet
servicing, ‘Shepton’ brake system improvements, 5” upper yard track layout enhancements, hydraulic lift repainting, 7¼ ‘Black 5’ tender brake rigging fitment, locomotives’ boiler testing, 5” ‘Prairie’ tank further fettling
works, clubhouse tidying/re-organising… fantastic work.
However, if you haven’t managed to get involved yet wish to, then fear not…help is still needed! We’re looking
to undertake a lot of cleaning, re-painting and smartening up prior to Main Show in early June (the RB&WS
working on the same, being the special 60th Anniversary of the Show at its permanent home), all happening
concurrently with many of the ongoing tasks and projects (some already mentioned), so there is something for
everyone.
Finally, apologies from me for hardly being seen at the Showground over the last eight weeks: the concoction
of a returning back injury and Covid has not been the happiest or easiest, yet the recent resumption of one-toone treatment means things are looking up (rather than downwards, bent double or sideways!). However, it’s
certainly served as a timely reminder to me that common-sense and caution still remain our watchwords to
best protect each other.
Many thanks for everyone’s efforts, and take care, Tom

Anyone want the plans for this loco?

Michael Callaghan has joined us – hope you enjoy meeting everyone!

GL5 Weekend April 22nd – 24th
Hopefully you are already aware that once
again, ESSMEE will be hosting an event for GL5.
This will be the fourth time we have done so,
and feedback from GL5 members following
previous events has been very positive. The
event is due to take place on 22nd,23rd, and 24th
April. So far registrations have been received
indicating that over the three days we should
have nineteen steam locomotives, four diesel
outline, one hundred and sixty-six wagons and
eighteen carriages. Please support this event if
you are able.
As in the past we will be offering light refreshments to our guests. Donations of cakes and biscuits would be
appreciated and can be delivered to the club room from 20th April. Thanking you In anticipation.
In addition, on the evening of Friday 22nd April, I would like to provide a barbecue for GL5 members. Would
anyone with skills in this direction feel able to supervise the cooking? John Banfield has already offered the
use of his gas fired unit, and obviously the necessary food will be obtained in advance. David Hale.

AGM and EGM. A change of dates.
Please note that the dates of the EGM and AGM have been changed. An EGM will be held on the 7th May
2022 and the AGM on 28th May 2022, both in the Showground lecture theatre. Formal notices will be sent out
in April.
Your committee is divided as to the value or necessity of holding an EGM but, the minutes of the 2021 AGM,
following a discussion on membership fees stated: “Robin Duijs then asked the meeting whether an EGM
should be called, say within the next six months, to discuss this and set up a revised membership fee. There
was general agreement for this.”
It is therefore incumbent on the committee to hold such a meeting. Covid put paid to the six-month proposal.
The EGM will be a discussion on funding the club. The fixed costs of the club last year were £9059. If inflation
continues at 7% fixed costs would be £9693. Dividing this by the membership (104) gives a figure of £93.20
The current £30 fee if raised by 7% inflation would be £32.10
There was a proposal to increase the fee to £100 to reflect the value of the assets used by the members. This
was felt to be unfair to the many members who
had built those assets and expected to use them
at no extra cost.
Voting for various proposals at the EGM will be
by a show of hands with the most popular going
forward as a proposal to the AGM. Alan
Bridger.

Ever seen one of these?

ESSMEE Open Weekend.

24th – 25th September 2022

We will be holding our annual Open Weekend once again and it has been decided to devote it entirely to our
visitors, to which end there will be NO public passenger trains. This means that running the event will be much
easier, not least that fewer staff will be needed, and we can concentrate on providing a good time for all.
So, it is to be called The ESSMEE Model Engineers’ Open Weekend.
There will be refreshments available each day from 9.00 am. to 5.00pm., and a barbecue on the Saturday
evening, Help will be needed in all the usual areas of activity, and especially with answering visitors’ questions
and generally making them feel welcome. Nearer the time we will be asking for volunteers for rotas in the
same manner as for public running. We are hoping to be able to close the level crossing to all except essential
road traffic and manage it with flags to prevent trains passing on it. We will also need to man the hydraulic lift
by the carriage shed for which we will need trained staff. Training sessions will be organised to ensure we
have enough qualified people.
Invitations have already been sent to Clubs, Societies and Individuals who have attended previous events. If
you know of any model engineers who would like to come this year, please send us their details and we will
notify them. Please do not publicize this outside the Model Engineering world, and especially not on
Facebook.
Looking forward to a great time.

Mike and Anne Malleson

01747 860719.

Black 5 Project Boiler Update
Four people went down to the home of Devon Steam Boilers to have a look at the
quality, and possible manufacturer, of a copper boiler for our Black 5. The lucky
four were George White, Stu Bond, Alan Bridger and Brian Wilson.
I can only say we were treated to a tour de force of boiler making. The proprietor,
John Gaunt, was in the process of finishing a Duchess boiler in 7 ¼ gauge. This
was being sent to Canada and another one was off to Australia! This gentleman
finds that he only needs to advertise
every three years to receive enough
orders. He does occasionally get his
wife to hold a torch, for convenience,
on large boilers but we can verify she
also makes a good cup of tea.
The boilers are fully finished and silver
soldered throughout with machined
phosphor bronze bushes where
required. They come complete with all
certificated paper work to Southern
Federation (now The Federation of

Model Engineering Societies)
standards and of course, pressure
tested. A warranty of 12 Months is given from date of supply. Slight changes to the
design are that domed copper rivets are used in place of machined stays as is now
standard practice.
The price is £7475.00 with no VAT to pay. Delivery will be November/ December
this year. Many thanks must go to Brian for transport and delivery to Route 303 on
the A30 where we had an excellent lunch.
George White

Jim Gorham
Jim Gorham, who died in January at the age of 92, joined ESSMEE soon after the club took over the current
site. He had not been able to visit the showground for some considerable time due to his failing eyesight.
Jim came from a line of locomotive fitters but after he had to leave school at 15 when his father died, he
worked at de Havilland on the Blue Jay and Blue Streak missiles and at that time qualified as a chartered
electrical engineer through night-school. While there, he became acquainted with main-frame computers and
pioneered their application in government and industry, including reorganizing maintenance planning for
British Rail, where the maintenance fitters were astonished that he could step up to a lathe and turn out parts
as well as they could themselves.
Having set up a workshop at his home in East Pennard, Jim had started construction of a 5inch steam
locomotive until his sight problem brought that to a halt.
Richard Ashdown

Your committee this year:
Chair
Tom Yardley Treasurer
Simon Neath
Secretary
Chris Kelly
Membership Sec.
Stuart Bond
Committee members: Brian Wilson, Alan Bridger, David Hale and George White
Please feel free to discuss ideas and projects with any of our committee.

Britannia
Photos of Chris Kelly’s locomotive.

Readying Mendip
Mendip is virtually ready for her first public outing this year. Steam test completed and pressure gauge
calibrated, and much polishing.
The annual grease battle has been fought and won. The
difficulty is in getting grease into the forward wheel
bearings, the nipples for which are obscured by the motion.
This was finally achieved by using a flexible coupling on the
grease gun. However, because it had to be attached to the
bearing at an angle, it proved impossible to remove. After
much cogitation and verbal abuse, we finally disassembled
the end of the flexible coupling (difficult to get at behind the
motion!) and removed the nozzle only to have to
reassemble everything to do the other side.

Inspection of the tender revealed a spring hanger (I
think that’s what it’s called!) not hanging on the spring.
This was disassembled and refitted.
It is not known for how long this has been hanging loose.
Anybody know?

The steam test revealed a small leak at the base of the
steam ‘dome’. The leak was from one of the bolts holding
the regulator assembly. The bolt was removed then
replaced with the addition of a copper washer and a liberal
application of ‘Halite’.
Malcolm Mogford and TT

Dihydrogen Monoxide is a complex term that can confuse many people
But to make it simple, it really just boils down to steam.
History's great scientists were invited to a party. Here are their responses.
Isaac Newton: "I'll drop in."
Socrates: "I'll think about it."
Charles Darwin: "I'll wait to see what evolves."
John James Audubon: "I'll have to wing it."
Thomas Edison: "It will be illuminating."
Albert Einstein: "It will be relatively easy to attend."
Samuel Morse: "I'll be there on the dot. I'd tell you about other parties I've been to, but I must dash."
James Watt: "It will be a good way to let off steam."

Survey

As you are aware a survey was put to members in October last year so that we could get the views of as many members
as possible. We could then see what the members would like the club to do, which would help the new committee
appointed at the AGM in August.
It was sent to all members and we received 23 replies across the 5 headings (projects, equipment training, areas to work
in, driving the club locos more often and developing the club in the future.)
We are still in the process of working through the replies. We had two that stood out which were extending the track
and putting a roof over the steaming bay so members can work in the dry on wet days. We have moved these two items
to the planning stage. David Hale already has one design and we have approached another member who has also
apparently created something for us to consider. If there are any more suggestions then please let us have them. David
Abel has kindly started the design and planning of the track extension. We already had something from some time ago
from Ed Short and it's fair to say the new plan will probably be based on the original idea from Ed. A recent discussion
with Matt Johnson from the Bath and West Showground stated that the railway was a real attraction for visitors to
showground events so an extension would help this further plus it would be a great advert for trying to attract new
members to the club. Finances, at present, are uncertain as we start this year, especially as we, like everyone else,
recover from the effects of Covid. The reduction of one day of the Bath and West Show may affect us and therefore we
are trying to come up with ideas that will replace the income from the lost day. The recent Santa Run (our second), is a
great example of this, so whilst it may not be possible to do these things immediately there is no reason why we cannot
think and plan them. It was agreed at the recent Committee meeting to ask David Abel to come in and explain his ideas
to us regarding the track extension.
Other suggestions related to training in the equipment we have and we are considering putting a plan together to invite
members who are not used to using lathes, or milling machines to come in and use them under the watchful eyes of the
more experienced members. You will be notified of an invitation in May to come and work the hydraulic ramp. Then
when we have shows or events involving other guests, who may bring their locos to the club, we will be better able to
assist in the off-loading from cars to ramps. The plan is to do this on both a Wednesday and Saturday prior to the Bath
and West Show in June. There was also an interest in the continuation of the training that we carried out last year in all
areas of the club i.e. guarding, driving and level crossings. It was felt that as this has been done within the last 12
months it would be done again next year.
Other interests expressed were in silver soldering and welding. It would appear that only a few of the current members
are able to do this so it's in the wider interest of the club to expand the numbers of members who are able to perform
these skills
We also had a suggestion regarding a car sharing scheme. Some of our more elderly members do not wish to drive to
the club but would still like to make a visit on occasions. We will be putting out a list soon of those members who would
like to visit but do not drive with a list of members who would be prepared to drive and give someone else a lift. Given
the distances involved we hope it is possible to tie up these details. We can but try.
So, in summary the results from the survey were quite varied. The work continues in the background to try and
complete the ideas presented to us. We have over 100 members and as the summer approaches it would be great to
see some of the members who do not visit us on a regular basis, so that they may share any ideas they have to the
benefit of us all. Chris Kelly

Remember this?

Robin Duijs keeps himself busy…

What’s the prize for the best entry,
Robin?

Upcoming Events
April 6th
April 9th-10th
April 22nd -24th
May 7th
May 22nd
September 24th-25th

Welcome to potential members
Public running at Model Railway Show
Ground Level 5 weekend
EGM
AGM
ESSMEE Open Weekend

Please send in your interesting articles and photos to share with everyone in the next newsletter.

Remember our website!

essmee.org.uk

Thanks to our contributors:
Tom Yardley, David Hale, George White, Chris Kelly, Anne Malleson, Robin Duijs, Malcolm Mogford, Richard
Ashdown and Alan Bridger

